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ABSTRACT

Click-through-rate (CTR) prediction has an essential impact on im-

proving user experience and revenue in e-commerce search. The

ambiguous and incomplete nature of search queries makes it im-

portant for CTR models to mine users’ search intentions from rich

historical behavior data. With the development of deep learning, a

series of works has been proposed tomodel user interests, bringing

significant improvement in model performance. Attention-based

methods focus on summarizing user behaviors into a comprehen-

sive interest representation depending on their relationship with

the target. Graph-based methods are well exploited to utilize graph

structure extracted from user behaviors and other information to

help embedding learning. However, most of the previous graph-

basedmethods face the challenges of deployment and performance

in large-scale e-commerce search systems. First, thesemethods usu-

ally require a separate graph engine for graph storage and sam-

pling, which makes it hard to jointly train graph embedding with

CTR prediction, while requiring more implementation effort. Sec-

ond, they mainly focus on recommendation scenarios, and there-

fore their graph structures highly depend on item’s sequential in-

formation from user behaviors, ignoring query’s sequential signal

and query-item correlation. In both practice and our experiments,

this extra information brings notable improvement because of the

query-dependent nature of e-commerce search.

In this paper, we propose a new approach named Light-weight

End-to-EndGraph Interest Network (EGIN) to effectivelymine users’

search interests and tackle previous challenges. (i) EGIN utilizes

query and item’s correlation and sequential information from the

search system to build a heterogeneous graph for better CTR pre-

diction in e-commerce search. (ii) EGIN’s graph embedding learn-

ing shares the same training input and is jointly trained with CTR

prediction, making the end-to-end framework effortless to deploy

in large-scale search systems. The proposed EGIN is composed of

three parts: query-item heterogeneous graph, light-weight graph

sampling, and multi-interest network. The query-item heteroge-

neous graph captures correlation and sequential information of

query and item efficiently by the proposed light-weight graph sam-

pling. The multi-interest network is well designed to utilize graph

embedding to capture various similarity relationships between query

and item to enhance the final CTR prediction. We conduct exten-

sive experiments on both public and industrial datasets to demon-

strate the effectiveness of the proposed EGIN. At the same time,

the training cost of graph learning is relatively low compared with
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the main CTR prediction task, ensuring efficiency in practical ap-

plications. Our code will be publicly available.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In sponsored search, click-through rate (CTR) prediction is vital for

improving user experience and total revenue. The accuracy of CTR

prediction depends on the system’s ability to understand users’

current search intentions and historical interests. The ambiguity

of search queries and the consistency of user interests encourage

search systems to exploit user behavior in a more and more elabo-

rate way.

With the development of search and recommender systems, user

behavior sequence is inspected in different ways to mine user in-

terest. Recently, a series of works focusing onmodeling latent user

interest from historical behaviors use various deep neural network

architectures including CNN [18, 22], RNN [5, 24], Transformer

[1, 14], Capsule [8], etc. Besides, Graph Neural Network [3, 9, 15,

19, 21] has become a popular method for embedding learning to

aid CTR prediction in search and recommendation systems and

achieved great success. The learned graph embedding is usually

consumed by the CTR prediction network to combine the graph

learning and the final CTR objective.

These graph-based methods, although following either a two-

stage or end-to-end approach, still require first constructing a graph

and then sampling using a graph engine. We summarize them as

Construct&Sample paradigm. When applying these methods in

a large-scale e-commerce system with billions of items and sam-

ples, updating and retrieving the graph within a short delay can

be challenging, thus becoming the bottleneck of end-to-end joint

training of graph embedding with CTR prediction task.

In addition, these graph-basedmethodsmentioned abovemainly

focus on items’ sequential and attributive information during graph

construction, ignoring queries’ sequential information and query-

item correlation, which help improve search ctr prediction quality

in our industrial practice.
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We propose a new approach called Light-weight End-to-End

Graph Interest Network (EGIN) to solve these problems. Firstly,

the resource consumption and time delay of the Construct&Sample

paradigm is alleviated by introducing a light-weight graph sam-

pling method based on data manipulation of CTR task input in-

stead of building a graph engine. Secondly, the EGIN utilizes the

query-item heterogeneous graph for search CTR prediction.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

• We introduce our light-weight graph sampling that shares

the same training input with the CTR prediction task with-

out physically storing the graph structure. End-to-end joint

training of graph embedding and CTR prediction is imple-

mented without reorganizing complicated graph data or

depending on the graph engine. Our method can be effort-

lessly integrated into other CTR prediction networks.

• We propose the query-item heterogeneous graph to model

query-item correlation in graph structure, which improves

CTR prediction performance in search scenarios compared

with the item-only version.We also design themulti-interest

network to exploit query-item correlation provided by graph

learning toward a better understanding of user interest.

• We conduct extensive experiments on public and indus-

trial datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-

posed EGIN framework. The online A/B test is conducted

to verify the productive performance of the proposed ap-

proach. We also discuss the influence of different training

techniques and data management.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 CTR Prediction

CTR prediction has gained attention from researchers for many

years because of its vital role in search and recommendation sys-

tems and its ability to improve the revenue of online applications

largely. Considering the high sparsity of the input features, a se-

ries of works have been proposed to capture feature interactions.

Factorization Machines (FM) [17] uses a low-dimensional vector

for feature representation and learns the second-order crossover

of features by the inner product. Wide&Deep [2] jointly trains the

wide linear unit for and the deep MLP layer to enhance both mem-

orization and generalization. DeepFM [6] integrated factorization

machines and deep neural networks to learn the low-order feature

interactions. xDeepFM [10] proposes a novel Compressed Inter-

action Network (CIN) to model high-order feature interactions in

an explicit fashion and adopts the traditional DNN simultaneously.

Deep & Cross network (DCN) [20] adopts interaction with repre-

sentation in each layer with original feature embedding to learn

higher-order feature representations. Deep learning-based meth-

ods have also achieved great success in user interest mining to

aid CTR prediction. Deep Interest Network (DIN) [24] developed

an attention-based method to assign different weights to histor-

ical commodities according to their relationship with the target

commodity. Depp Interest Evolution Network (DIEN [23] further

utilizes RNN to model the evolution of user interest by taking se-

quential information into account. Deep Session Interest Network

(DSIN) [5] leverages Bi-LSTM with self-attention layers to capture

users’ inter-session and intro-session interests. MIMN [16] tackles

the challenge of long sequential user behavior modeling by decou-

pling the user interest model from the entire framework and de-

signing the User Interest Center (UIC) to record new behaviors in-

crementally. Behavior Sequence Transformer (BST) [1] uses Trans-

former to capture underlying sequential signals from user behavior

for a better recommendation.

2.2 Graph Neural Networks for Search and
Recommendation

A group of graph embedding methods is introduced into the CTR

prediction task with their strong potential for modeling graph in-

formation in search and recommendation. EGES [19] adopts Deep-

Walk [15] to construct graphs based on click sequence, and the

Skip-Gram model is used for graph embedding learning. Then the

learned node representation is consumed in the CTR prediction

network. Graph Intention Network (GIN) [9] utilizes user behavior

sequence to build a co-occurrence commodity network and applies

graph diffusion and aggregation to enrich node representation of

historical clicks to overcome behavior sparsity and weak general-

ization problems. KGAT [21] combines user-item graphwith knowl-

edge graph for collaborative knowledge and then applies graph

convolution to get the graph representation. Heterogeneous graph

Attention Network (HGAT) [11] utilizes a semantic-level and a

node-level attention network to discriminate the importance of

neighbor nodes and node types. DG-ENN [7] uses attribute graph

and collaborative graph to refine the embedding with strategies,

and alleviates the feature and behavior sparsity problems. How-

ever, when applying this method directly in CTR prediction in

an end-to-end manner, a separate graph engine is needed to re-

store and sample the graph for embedding learning. Otherwise, the

two-stage approach which first conducts graph embedding learn-

ing and then consumes in CTR prediction brings the problem that

the graph representation is not optimized for the final objective.

Also, these methods focus more on recommendations and ignore

the potential of capturing interactions between items and queries

to build heterogeneous graphs. To face these challenges, we pro-

pose a novel approach to conduct high-efficient end-to-end graph

learning in e-commerce search scenarios.

3 THE PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section, we introduce our Light-weight End-to-End Graph

Interest Network (EGIN) in detail. As shown in Figure 1, EGIN is

composed of two parts, on the left side is the query-item hetero-

geneous graph, and on the right side is the multi-interest network.

Notice that the two parts are jointly optimized in an end-to-end

manner and share the same input extracted from search impres-

sion logs. Equation 1 presents our joint training objective.

3.1 Query-item Heterogeneous Graph

In previous graph-based CTR prediction work, users’ historical

behaviors are well explored to represent personal interest. In e-

commerce search scenarios, queries explicitly describe interest evo-

lution and current search intention. However, previousworkmainly

focuses on semantic knowledge conducted by the query, ignoring

its sequential information and correlation with items.
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Figure 1: The framework of the proposed EGIN model. We use the unified input for both graph learning and CTR prediction

network. Our query-itemheterogeneous graph is constructed based on user behavior sequence and conducts embedding learn-

ing based on edges. We build i2i edges for every neighbor within the distance of 2 in click sequence and build q2i/q2q pairs

by time and category constraints. The same behavior sequence is provided to the CTR prediction network, where multiple

similarity relationships are calculated based on graph embedding.

To jointly model signals of click sequence and query sequence

extracted from user behavior, we introduce our query-item hetero-

geneous graph as shown in Figure 2.With query and item as nodes,

our graph architecture contains three kinds of edges: item2item,

query2query and query2item:

item2item. Following previous work, we utilize user click se-

quence to capture item2item relationship based on co-occurrence

following Skip-Gram [12, 13]. For example, in Figure 2, items are

connected according to the window size. Notice that instead of

splitting the click sequence into sessions by time frame or user in-

terest, we adopt the original click sequence to learn the item2item

relationship.

User’s click sequence usually forms a list of several clusters,

where items within the cluster are often similar to each other. In

contrast, cross-cluster items are quite different in the category, rep-

resenting the user’s interest transfer. Considering these two prop-

erties, user’s click sequence can provide information about both

intro-cluster similarity and cross-cluster transfer probability.

query2query. We adopt users’ historical query sequences to

build the query2query relationship. Query sequence is segmented

into multiple sessions similar to [5] based on semantic similarity

and time constraint to prevent edge construction across dissimilar

queries. Queries within the same session are treated as similar and

are connectedwith each other. As in Figure 2, all queries form three

sessions, and each session constructs a complete graph.

query2item. After capturing sequential information of item

and query separately, the relationship between query and item is

preserved in our graph to jointly learn their embeddings, which

plays an important role in modern search systems. For each query

in a user’s behavior sequence, the clicked items within a time win-

dow before or after this query are filtered by category constraints

to become the relevant items. Then we connect edges between ev-

ery query and its relevant items. As in Figure 2, queries and their

relevant items are painted the same colors, but only relevant items

are connected with corresponding queries.

3.2 Light-weight Subgraph Sampling

When adopting graph-based methods in CTR prediction, previous

work usually constructs graphs based on global or historical infor-

mation, and the whole graph is stored physically. During embed-

ding learning, the subgraph is sampled from the whole graph to fit

in the memory. We summarize them as Construct&Sample par-

adigm. When applying these methods in industrial scenarios with

billions of items and samples, updating and retrieving graphs with

a short delay can be challenging, thus becoming the bottleneck of
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Figure 2: Query-item heterogeneous graph structure. User

behavior sequence containing query and click sequence or-

dered in time. First, neighboring items are connected by

a window size of 2. Then queries are segmented into ses-

sions based on their semantic similarity and happening

time. Queries within the same session are all connected. Fi-

nally, every query and its nearby items within the time win-

dow that satisfy categorical constraints with the query is

connected to capture item-query correlation.

end-to-end joint training of graph embedding and CTR prediction

task.

Towards a light-weight subgraph samplingmethod,we first con-

sider an underlying graph representing current global user interest

as implicit graph. Statistically, every user’s mini-graph is merged

together to form the implicit graph. Previous graph construction

methods based on accumulative data are gradual approximations

of the implicit graph. In this article, we consider user behavior se-

quence or its slightly manipulated version to be a subgraph sam-

pling of the implicit graph, thus avoiding storing and sampling the

graph physically.

The pseudo-code of the light-weight graph sampling and learn-

ing method is listed in Algorithm 1. Given users’ click sequences

and query sequences from impression log data, we first build edges

between items with co-occurrence according to the window size.

Then query2query and query2item edges are connected using the

BuildGraph method described in Algorithm 2, explaining how two

entities are related according to time and category constraints. Fi-

nally, our training objective over graph embedding is computed

based on all the edges. With billions of items and queries in our

dataset, we adopt Negative Sampling and softmax loss to approxi-

mately optimize the graph embedding.

!� = −log
exp(40 · 4? )

exp(40 · 4? ) +
∑
4= ∈# exp(40 · 4=)

Here 40 means anchor, 4? means positive sample, and # repre-

sents negative samples. Graph learning loss !� can be split into

!828 , !@2@ , and !@28 depending on the kind of edge from which the

positive pair is extracted.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of graph embedding learning

Input: User click sequence �

User query sequence &

Window sizeF

Output: Loss over the graph embedding

1: Initialization: Empty edge set �

2: for 2 9 ∈ � do

3: for 2: ∈ � [ 9 −F : 9 +F] do

4: � = � ∪ {(2 9 , 2: ), (2: , 2 9 )}

5: end for

6: end for

7: � = � ∪ BuildEdge(&,&) ∪ BuildEdge(&,�)

8: for 4364 in � do

9: (?1, ?2) = 4364

10: # = NegSample(typeof (?2))

11: !� = So�maxLoss(?1, ?2, # )

12: end for

Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code of BuildEdge

Input: User click/query sequence (1, (2
Time mapping TIME()

Category mapping CAT()

timespan )

Output: Built Edges �

1: Initialization: Empty edge set �

2: for 81 ∈ (1 do

3: for 82 ∈ (2 do

4: if 0 < TIME(82) − TIME(81) < ) then

5: if CAT(81) ∩ CAT(81) ≠ q then

6: � = � ∪ {(81, 82), (82, 81)}

7: end if

8: end if

9: end for

10: end for

With the growth of the negative sample size, model performance

also increase. In practice, we choose the negative sample number

of 100 as a compromise of performance and efficiency. To support

sampling for both query and item on our stream machine learn-

ing platform, we dynamically maintain a query queue and an item

queue of size 1 million to conduct cross-batch negative sampling.

3.3 Multi-interest Network for CTR Prediction

Powered by the query-item heterogeneous graph, which jointly

learns query and item embedding, we design a CTR prediction net-

work named multi-interest network that utilizes various kinds of

user interest measurements based on i2i, q2q, and q2i relationships.

The network is composed of the item interest unit, query interest

unit, query-item compatibility unit, and CTR prediction layer.

Item interest unit. Based on graph embedding, we first com-

pute the cosine similarity between target item 8C and historical

items � = 8 9 ( 9 = 1, 2, · · · , =):

B8< (8C , 8 9 ) =
4)8C

48 9

| |48C | | · | |48 9 | |
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Then, we use top-k retrieval to get k historical itemswith the largest

similarity score:

8′1, 8
′
2, · · · , 8

′
:
= C>?: (B8< (8C , � ))

We adopt the equal width interval binning method [4] to trans-

former B8< (8C , 8
′
:
) into the categorical feature and get the embed-

ding. To capture the order information of top-k items, we add po-

sitional embedding depending on the original index of top-k items

to binning embedding to get item representations:

48 ′
:
= 18==8=6(B8< (8C, 8

′
:
)) + ?>B8C8>=0; (8′

:
)

Finally, we concatenate k item representations to form the i2i fea-

ture, which is then fed into the CTR prediction network.

5828 = concate(48 ′1
, 48 ′2

, · · · , 48 ′
:
)

We summarize the process described in this unit as the function

SimExtract(C0A64C, B4@D4=24), which gives a comprehensive repre-

sentation of similarity between C0A64C and B4@D4=24 . Therefore i2i

feature can also be written as:

5828 = SimExtract(8C , � )

Query interest unit. In addition to the item2item relationship

that demonstrates whether the target item is similar to the histor-

ical items, we want to apply the same logic to query sequence to

describe the relationship between queries which reveal users’ ex-

plicit search interests.

Following item interest layer, given current query @C and query

sequence & = @: (: = 1, 2, · · · ,<), we get q2q feature by top-k

retrieval, binning and positional embedding:

5@2@ = SimExtract(@C , &)

Query-item compatibility unit. Relationships between cur-

rent query and historical items supplement the pure item-based or

query-based interest representation and further utilize the correla-

tion between query and items corresponding to the heterogeneous

graph structure. We call this relationship query-item compatibility

because it describes how well the current query is compatible with

the user’s interested items.

Here we also adopt the same methods to produce the compati-

bility information given the current query @C and historical click

sequence � :

5@28 = SimExtract(@C , � )

CTRprediction layer.Weconcatenate the aforementioned fea-

tures 5828 ,5@2@ , 5@28 and other features 5> , then feed them into an

MLP layer for final CTR prediction:

pctr = sigmoid(MLP(concate( 5828, 5@2@ , 5@28 , 5> )))

The objective function of the multi-interest network is the cross

entropy loss function as follows:

!�)' = −
1

#

#∑

8=0

~8 log(pctr8 ) + (1 − ~8)log(1 − pctr8 )

Where # is the total number of samples, ~8 is the ground truth

label of the 8th sample, and pctr8 is the CTR prediction from EGIN

of the 8th sample.

3.4 End-to-End Joint Training

In most previous works, graph embedding learning takes a differ-

ent form of input compared with the CTR prediction task. Also,

they usually rely on graph engines to restore and sample graphs.

These problems bring difficulties to end-to-end joint training of

the two tasks. In previous sections, we introduce two key features

of our proposed EGIN method: (i) light-weight graph sampling, (ii)

unified input for graph and CTR prediction. Benefiting from the

nature of EGIN, steam-style end-to-end training is effortless to im-

plement in both offline and online scenarios.

As shown in Figure 1, both tasks receive the same raw input

sampled from search impression logs, and the training objectives

of different parts of EGIN are jointly considered for model opti-

mization:

! = !�)' + U!828 + V!@2@ + W!@28 (1)

Compared with two-stage methods that first train graph embed-

ding and then exploit it in CTR prediction, the end-to-end frame-

work comeswithmany advantages. It can avoid saving and loading

graph embedding frequently, and therefore consistency between

the two tasks is better guaranteed. With the gradient backpropa-

gated from both tasks, the graph embedding is jointly trained to

fill the gap between graph learning and final CTR prediction.

4 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to demonstrate

the effectiveness of our proposed methods. First, we evaluate the

performance of different methods on public and industrial datasets.

Second, we discuss our training detail and the corresponding influ-

ence. Third, we analyze the graph embedding result by visualiza-

tion and statistics. Finally, we introduce our online A/B test result.

4.1 Datasets

Model comparisons are conducted on a commonly used public Taobao

dataset [25] and an industrial dataset collected fromour e-commerce

system. Table 1 shows the statistics of two datasets.

TaobaoDataset 1 is a collectionof user behaviors fromTaobao’s

recommender system. The dataset contains four types of user be-

haviors, including click, purchase, adding to cart, and adding to

wishlist. We take the click behaviors for each user and sort them

according to time to construct the behavior sequence. Assuming

there are ) behaviors of a user, we use the former ) − 1 clicked

items as features to predict whether the user will click the ) -th

item. The behavior sequence is truncated at length 200.

Industrial Dataset is collected from our online search system,

one of the world’s largest e-commerce platforms. Samples are con-

structed from impression logs data of search results page. Each

instance contains the user’s historical click sequence and search

query sequencewith timestamps, as well as other user-side or item-

side features, with "click" or "not" as the label. With the rich fea-

tures contained, the collected industrial dataset allows us to build

the item-query heterogeneous graph. The dataset is composed of

training samples from the past 25 days and test samples from the

following day, a classic setting for industrial modeling. The click

and query sequences are truncated at length 100.

1https://tianchi.aliyun.com/dataset/649

5
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Table 1: Statistics of datasets used in paper

Dataset Sample Items Queries

Taobao 100 million 4.16 million None

Industrial 11.2 billion 473 million 228 million

4.2 Compared Methods

We compare EGINwith somemainstreamCTRpredictionmethods,

including three types: pooling-based, attention-based, and graph-

based methods. The AUC is adopted as the performance metric,

representing the ranking ability of the model. The same train and

test data are used in all methods.

EGIN adopts the following settings in experiments. Thewindow

size is set to 2 during the graph construction, and top-10 retrieval

is used in the multi-interest network. The scale of the negative

sampling queue is maintained at 1 million, and the negative sam-

ple number is set to 100. All embeddings in both graph and CTR

prediction network share a dimension of 10.

• DNN. Sum-pooling is adopted on user behavior sequence

to summarize the historical interest of users, which is con-

catenatedwith target item features, user features, and query

features. Finally, they are fed into an MLP and get the CTR

prediction.

• DNN-cross. Compared with DNN, the cartesian product

between historical and target items is adopted to represent

the i2i relationships. Then this 2-order feature is fed into

the sum-pooling layer to generate user interest represen-

tation. We called this "DNN-cross", and by default, the fol-

lowing model comparisons are based on this method.

• DIN [24]. DIN introduces an attention mechanism to as-

sign different weights to historical items based on their re-

lationships with the target item to learn the representation

of user interests adaptively.

• BST [1]. BST utilizes Transformer to capture underlying

sequential signals from user behavior sequences for a bet-

ter recommendation.

• EGES [19]. EGES constructs an item graph depending on

user behaviors and then adopts DeepWalk to learn the rep-

resentation of items. In order to alleviate the sparsity and

cold start problems, side information is incorporated into

the graph to enhance the embedding procedure. We con-

sume the graph embedding produced by EGES in our CTR

prediction network to evaluate its performance.

4.3 Results on Public Dataset

Considering the absence of query in the recommendation scenario

of Taobao Dataset, we adjust our framework by preserving only

nodes and edges of items in our query-item heterogeneous graph

and eliminating features related to query in the multi-interest net-

work.

Table 2 indicates that the proposed framework outperformscom-

petitors on this commonly used CTR prediction benchmark. Our

approach significantly achieves a better result than pooling-based

Table 2: Result on Taobao dataset

Method AUC RelaImpr

DNN 0.8709 −0.16%

DNN-cross 0.8715 0.00%

DIN 0.8833 3.18%

BST 0.9040 8.75%

EGIN(ours) 0.9184 12.62%

Table 3: Result on industrial dataset

Category Method AUC RelaImpr

Pooling-based
DNN 0.7011 −0.30%

DNN-cross 0.7017 0.00%

Attention-based
DIN 0.7022 0.25%

BST 0.7042 1.24%

Graph-based
EGES 0.7079 3.07%

EGIN(ours) 0.7108 4.51%

Table 4: Ablation study

Method AUC Diff %

EGIN 0.7108

EGIN w/o graph 0.7032 -0.76%

EGIN w/o query 0.7081 -0.27%

EGIN w/o pos_emb 0.7087 -0.21%

and attention-based baselines. The result also reveals that our ap-

proach is a generalized CTR prediction framework that can be fit

in recommendation scenarios.

4.4 Results on Industrial Dataset

Table 3 shows the results on our industrial dataset. The proposed

approach achieves significant performance gain compared with

DNN-based methods. Compared with the attention-based DIN and

BST, we can see that incorporating graph learning can provide ex-

tra information to the CTR prediction model and improve model

performance. In comparisonwith another graph-basedmethod EGES,

which utilizes co-occurrence and side information of commodity,

our end-to-end framework shows a better result that proves the

effectiveness of our query-item heterogeneous graph. Notice that

our graph learning method brings low computation cost in addi-

tion to the main CTR prediction task.

4.5 Ablation Study

The result of the ablation study on the industrial dataset is shown

in Table 4. EGIN w/o graph removes the graph model and uses em-

bedding produced by the CTR prediction network instead of jointly

learned graph embedding. The significant performance decay indi-

cates that the graph model provides plenty of extra information to

the CTR network. EGIN w/o query means graph structure is lim-

ited to historical click sequence, causing a significant AUC drop.

The result implies that query-item heterogeneous graph enhances
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CTR prediction performance by exploiting the information pro-

vided by queries. EGIN w/o pos_emb eliminates the positional em-

bedding in the multi-interest network, which brings the problem

of order information loss during top-k retrieval. The AUC diff of

0.21% conveys the necessity of this component in the network.

4.6 Graph Input Data Management

4.6.1 Subsampling of Frequent Entites. As our graph model shares

the same input formwith the CTR prediction network, it brings the

problem of frequent items and queries. In our industrial dataset,

the frequency of different items can vary from the range of 104.

In our general practice, subsampling of frequent entities helps im-

prove performance in different search-related tasks. In order to

verify the influence of this technique, we conduct a series of ex-

periments on our industrial dataset by adopting different subsam-

pling functions and subsampling targets (e.g., original behavior se-

quence or negative sample pool). In experiments, the subsampling

method results in a CTR AUC of 0.7109 compared with 0.7108 for

the unsampled version. The performance gap between different

settings is limited to 10−4, which is negligible.
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Figure 3: CTR prediction performance on industrial dataset

of different mixtures of user click sequence and seeds se-

quence as input to graph learning. While the click se-

quence contains more inter-category transitions, the seeds

sequence concentrates more on items corresponding to the

search intention. 80% of click sequence and 20% of seeds se-

quence achieves best result in our experiment.

4.6.2 Combination of Categorically Restricted Data. In our search

systems, a variant of user click sequence is available, and we call

it seeds sequence. The seeds sequence is obtained by filtering out

the items in user behavior sequence that belongs to different cate-

gories compared with the predicted intention of the current query.

While click sequence offers more inter-category transfer informa-

tion of user interest, seeds sequence concentrates more on intra-

category similarity. In our query-item heterogeneous graph, the

item2item relationship is expected to capture both types of infor-

mation. Therefore, we adopt different mixture rates of click se-

quence and seeds sequence when building item2item relationship

to test their performance. As shown in Figure 3, 80% of click se-

quence and 20% of seeds sequence are combined to achieve the

Table 5: Average similarity of EGIN and DNN embedding

Average similarity EGIN emb EGES emb DNN emb

Intra-category 0.6392 0.2973 0.0121

Inter-category 0.0061 0.0121 0.0076

best CTRAUC on the industrial datasets. Our approach adopts this

proportion during other experiments for the best performance.

4.7 Analysis of EGIN Embedding
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spicy fish -0.035 -0.093 -0.001 -0.024 1.000 0.440 0.065 0.058

pickles 0.011 -0.238 0.018 -0.054 0.440 1.000 0.055 -0.019

ceramic cup -0.082 -0.025 0.164 0.249 0.065 0.055 1.000 0.621

plastic bottle -0.115 0.062 0.113 0.038 0.058 -0.019 0.621 1.000

Figure 4: Graph embedding similarity matrix of several ran-

domly selected item pairs from our industrial dataset.

To analyze the embedding learned by our EGIN model, we ran-

domly choose four pairs of items from the industrial dataset to

demonstrate their similarity. As shown in Figure 4, similarity within

the pair is significantly higher. Belonging to different sub-categories,

(female t-shirt, female pants) and (spicy fish, pickles) present simi-

larities of 0.214 and 0.440, demonstrating that the embedding learned

by EGIN is able to model various similarity information.

Besides, we randomly choose 1 million intra-category and inter-

category item pairs from our industrial dataset and test their aver-

age cosine similarities of embeddings produced by different meth-

ods. Table 5 shows us that the intra-category similarity of EGIN is

much higher than the inter-category, whereas the difference from

DNN embedding is relatively indistinctive. At the same time, our

graph embedding appears to bemore capable of capturing relation-

ships between similar items than EGES and DNN.

4.8 Online A/B Test

We conduct online experiments in an A/B testing framework to

further evaluate the performance of EGIN. The experimental goal

is Click-Through-Rate (CTR) on the search result page of our e-

commerce platform. The experiment lasts for 14 days and EGIN

achieves a 2.76% CTR gain compared to the product model, show-

ing the great application value of the proposed approach.
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5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel approach named EGIN for CTR

prediction in e-commerce search scenarios. End-to-end joint train-

ing of graph embedding and CTR prediction is implemented in

a light-weight framework without reorganization of graph data

or dependency on graph engines. Our query-item heterogeneous

graph well exploits impression log data of search systems to take

query-item correlation and their sequential information into ac-

count to improve CTR prediction performance. Multi-interest net-

work for CTR prediction is designed to comprehensively consume

various information provided by item and query embeddings pro-

vided by the graph neural network. Offline experiments on pub-

lic and industrial datasets demonstrate that the proposed EGIN

outperforms attention-based and graph-based competitors. Online

A/B test result reveals the great application value of the proposed

approach.

Our work is an initial step towards a highly efficient heteroge-

neous graph learning method capturing various similarity infor-

mation for CTR prediction in e-commerce search. The proposed

framework has low computation cost and no dependency on the

graph engine, which results in an effortless implementation in large-

scale systems. At the same time, our method can be generalized

to different search and recommendation systems and becomes a

helpful plug-in for CTR prediction by providing high-quality em-

bedding. In the future, we will integrate other types of nodes into

the heterogeneous graph to complete the structure and improve

the performance. We will also explore a better way to integrate

graph embedding information in the CTR prediction network.
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